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Poptropica reality tv island game

I finally launched the walkthrough written for Reality TV Island. If you can't or don't want to watch the video below, now the written guide is available to help you through the first part! Poptropica Reality TV Island has finally arrived after a lot of accumulation, anticipation and delays. If you have a Poptropica membership, you will have early
access to the island. If you're not a paid member, you'll have to wait until March 24 to play it. This is when it opens for general access. This new island works a little differently from all the other islands of Poptropica. There are essentially two parts. The first is the opening scene where you have to figure out how to become a contestant on a
new reality TV show. This is much like previous missions, but much shorter. Check out the video gateway in Part 1 to see everything you need to do. The second part is a real competition where you have to beat the other contestants in a series of daily challenges and avoid being voted on. If you win the final competition, you will win the
contest and you will get the medallion of the island. The competitions are random and different players will have different competitions, so there is no single walkthrough for part 2. But check out the video I made for Part 2 because it gives tips and tricks for many of the different challenges. I'll post it even sooner. Some are really easy, but
others are very difficult. But don't worry! We have screenshots, tricks, tips and yes, even a full walk of the island right here. Read on for all the details and please post a comment with your thoughts on Reality TV Island. I'll be publishing more guides and details as I discover them. Video Walkthrough Here is part of one of youTube's
Walkthrough. The first part shows you everything you need to do to become a contestant on the show. Once you're on the show, you'll get a random selection of competitions. Here's part 2 of the march, which shows you some tips and tricks on how to beat some of them. Written Walkthrough I don't want to see the whole video? There was
no air conditioning in the room. Here's the written version of the full walkthrough for Reality TV Island. Part One: Arrival and main street Once you get to Reality TV Island run right and then enter the TV World store. Jump on to the top platform with the huge flat-screen TV and talk to the guy wearing the red hat. He'll tell you to change the
channel on TV. Go ahead and then you'll see an ad for the show that gives an address to send apps to. Leave the building and then enter Mike's market and walk right. There's a guy wearing a tie there. Talk to him. He will say that there are less than 24 hours start the reality show island and then flee and drop the Pop-Topica magazine
you are reading. Go ahead and pick it up from the After entering your backpack, examine it and then click on the next page where you will find an application inside. Click on it and it will go to your backpack. Now get out of the market and run to the motel at the left end of the street. Enter the Motel's office. Walk right and click on the cup
full of pens. You'll get one of the cheap pens in your backpack. Then click on the magazine and turn the page to local TV schedule. At the bottom of this page is an ad for Papa Pete's Pizza. The phone number is 555-PETE (555-7383). Click on your phone on your desktop (next to the pen cup) and d d dist your phone number for the pizza
site. When asked where you'd like to deliver, choose room 4B. Okay, now you're back out of the motel and there's going to be a pizza delivery person standing outside (wow that's fast delivery!). She'll tell you she's forgotten the number in the room, but you'll be tasked with delivering it for her. Now go up to room 4B and click to tap. The
foor will open and can be entered. You'll find a very sad guy named Bucky Lucas here. She is the famous star of the first season of the show. Click on it to talk to him and then choose the last option, I could really use this grand prize. It will tell you that money and fame are not all they are cracked to be. But most importantly, it will give you
the stamp you need to send to the application! In fact, it's a special edition stamp of him! Oh, and apparently postage in Poptropica costs $0.52 to send a postcard! Then click on the app in your backpack and fill it in. You can write everything you want for the reason why you should be on reality TV. Now go back out of the motel room and
then run right where you'll find a blue mailbox. Click on it and it will send the application. Then you'll reappear the next day to find there's a helicopter at the top of the motel waiting to take you to the show. You'll be famous. Click on the helicopter to fly to the program and start the second part of Reality TV Island. Part Two: The competition
is now in the main part of Reality TV Island, the actual show contest. This part works very differently from all the other islands of Poptropica. There is no way to get things done and the challenges you get during the show are random. But the basic idea is to win as many competitions as you can because then you'll be immune from being
voted out of the island. At the end of each competition, everyone gets to vote for someone else to start. The other contestants usually vote against a contestant who voted against them in the previous round. Normally you can use this to strategy about who band up in the voting rounds. So even if you don't each contest, you can often get
to the next round to be smart in voting If you do it in the final two, then the winner of the last challenge wins the show. If you lose, you can go back for another season by clicking on the helicopter. And if you win, you can also play again next season! Screenshots from Reality TV Island Here are some fun screenshots and more from the
latest search. Balloon boy reappears on Reality TV Island Pizza Delivery to Bucky on Reality TV Island. Bucky doesn't look too good. Aligning a 20-point blow to Turtle Shell on Poptropica Reality TV Island This is ok I'm more famous than this has been. Welcome to a world where everyone is addicted to television... and a particular show.
That's Reality TV Island, a reality show in which seven contestants compete in deadly games for a week, until there is only one left! You will be on this show, competing for the grand prize, and Poptrickia is here to help you with it! Reality TV Let's get this show on the road! Start by going left and to Mike's market when you get to the island.
Go right, beyond the carts, and wake up the type of reading. He'll walk away from the scene, leaving you alone with the tabloid. Pick it up and examine it. Click on the reality TV island app to tear it down. Then leave the store and head all the way right to TV Land. Enter and click any screen to change the channel. Sit through the entire ad
until I give you the address: 123 Star Avenue, Hollywood. There is no need to memorize it; is already written in your form. Now leave the building and head left to the Wayside Motel. Once you're inside the motel office, you'll see a newspaper clipping on the wall. It will tell you how much you like the famous reality TV star Bucky Lucas
pizza. Reopen the tabloid and go to the second page. Note papa Pete's Pizza number. Go right and click your phone on your desktop. Dial 555-PETE (or 555-7383.) Be sure to deliver it to Motel Room 4B. Go out on the street, and you'll find that the delivery man has forgotten the room number. Offer to take the pizza, and he will be
relieved that he can go home and watch TV. Then knock on the door of apartment 4B (right next to the stairs on the left side.) Go right, beyond plasma television, and into the second room. Talk to Bucky Lucas, and give him the pizza. Talk to him a little more, and he'll give you a stamp to post on your request. Remove the form and enter
what you want in there. It doesn't have to make sense! Then leave and all the way to the right of the island. Click your mailbox to send the app by e-mail. The next day... Hooray! You did it on the show! Get on your personal helicopter, and then read the directions. TV is a game full of impossible things actually, but it's fun, though! You are
playing for seven days against seven other contestants. Every day, you will play a different game, and whoever it is will be immune to being voted out that night. At the end of each day, you (and all the other contestants) will be able to vote someone out of the show. If they get more votes than everyone else, then they're off the show! The
last competition is different from the others because the winner of the game will be the winner of the tournament! In the second last, there is a guarantee that the person you chose will be voted on (but only if you win.) You will only have to play seven (half) of the next matches in any tournament. The games are quite simple and self-
explanatory, and you can easily beat the island on your first attempt. But I have help and advice for all challenges anyway... Balanced diet [average] As the brown dot (top of the pole) moves, move the cursor to the opposite side of the circle to keep it focused. Avoid fast movements, or the pole will be demolished! Keep your mouse inside
the white guide circle. Boulder Push [easy] Click as fast as possible; I can't help you much here! If you can, connect to as many USB computer mice you can find and then click on all of them at once. Coconut Toss [hard] It is wiser to stay to the left of the area, where coconuts are sucking. Focus more on collecting groups of three than
individuals, and avoiding bomb collection. Jump out of fear when it goes too crazy, or more in general there will be too much competition! Geyser I guess [hard] This is just a simple guess, and I can't help it at all here! Although statistically it's a good idea to move on to the most recently erupted geyser or geyser that has exploded the most
so far, keep in mind that the same geyser can burst twice in a row! Hang Glider [easy] Move the mouse out of the game window, at the top, where the poptropic logo and tabs are. Blow and make bottles. Note: Using the Minimize Store item won't help here. Knockout [medium] Always point to the plate that is the least broken. Pull back
around half the lower plates, and all the way to the bottom notch for the top row. Mountain race [hard] Avoid rocks while running uphill. Running further to the right (higher) is a big advantage, even if you are hit once or twice. Instead of duck, hold YOUR MOUSE above your player to be ready to jump and just move from side to side to
avoid those falling. On the [middle] line as soon as your line approaches a fish's mouth, it will roll automatically. Or, you can time your click so you will rise in time to hit a fish, which you will probably have to do. Shallow catches save a lot of valuable time! Pole Climb [medium] Click and hold it briefly to the right or left to dodge falling
coconuts. I recommend staying in both further left or the two poles further to the right. It can get difficult when you are near the top, where coconuts fall unexpectedly and there is very little time to think! Shot put [medium] shoot an angle of 45 degrees. Click again when the power meter is almost full.  Shuffleboard [hard] Select a long shot
(long arrow) for the first shot, or bench heavily on one side to turn around your opponents. Don't shoot too hard when you're near the center. Another strategy is a kind of dance around the circle until the last turn, then drive straight in. Turtle Shell Toss [easy] Target for the center of the palm tree in the background to get 20 points each
time. Totem Jump [medium] When one totem starts to shake, jump to another! Avoid jumping on the totem higher as you can get stuck there. It is wiser to jump on newer totems as they are less likely to knock down early. Water race [hard] Just jump off the safe patches of wild boar in the middle when the wild boar has passed and,
whatever you do, avoid the wild boar! Try to fill the jug on top each time. Challenges don't necessarily have to happen in this order.     If you're close to the end (day 6 or 7), and come face-to-face with a tough game like Water Run or a guessing game like Geyser Guess, then you can reload the page or exit and restart the browser window
amid the tough challenge without saving it. This will take you back to the day you were in before, and will give you poptropica the opportunity to choose another game for you. This can be very useful sometimes! You can also beat this island more than once (I'm a 20-time winner!) winner!) winner!)
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